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INNOVATION AND INEQUALITY IN A SMALL WORLD∗

BY INES LINDNER AND HOLGER STRULIK 1

Department of Econometrics and Operations Research, VU University Amsterdam,
The Netherlands; Department of Economics, University of Goettingen, Germany

We present a multicountry theory of economic growth and R&D-driven technological progress in which
countries are connected by a network of knowledge exchange. Technological progress in any country depends
on the state of technology in the countries it exchanges knowledge with. The diffusion of knowledge throughout
the world explains a period of increasing world inequality, followed by decreasing relative inequality. Knowledge
diffusion through a small world network produces an extraordinary diversity of country growth performances,
including the overtaking of individual countries and the replacement of the technologically leading country in
the course of world development.

1. INTRODUCTION

In premodern times, before the take-off to long-run growth of the countries that led the
industrial revolution, national income differences were minuscule from today’s perspective.
Bairoch (1993, Ch. 9) reviews the literature and comes to the conclusion that, even in the mid-
18th century, income of the future developed countries exceeded income of the future least
developed countries by only factor 1.1 to 1.3. With the beginning of the industrial revolution,
the world witnessed the “great divergence.” Income inequality between countries, measured
by the Theil index, increased from 0.06 in 1820 to 0.25 in 1870 to 0.48 in 1950 to 0.5 in 1980
(according to Bourguignon and Morrisson, 2002). Since then, the increase of inequality has
slowed down to a point such that researchers speculate whether it has settled at a steady state
or started to decline (e.g., Jones, 1997; Acemoglu and Ventura, 2002; Sutcliffe, 2004). Figure 1
shows the gradual increase of world income growth and the evolution of world inequality since
the onset of the industrial revolution.2

Country-specific differences in the timing of the gradual take-off from stagnation to long-run
growth are a major theme in unified growth theory (Galor, 2005). It is argued that the varying
time of the take-off to growth contributed significantly to both increasing world inequality and
the emergence of convergence clubs (i.e., clusters of countries that grow similarly with respect to
each other but differently to other countries). Unified growth theory, however, largely focuses
on countries conceptualized as closed economies, which implies, in particular, the notion that
each country independently generated its own impulse for the take-off to growth.3

∗Manuscript received December 2018; revised August 2019.
[Correction added on 24 October 2020, after first online publication: Copyright line and Projekt Deal funding statement
has been added.]
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2 We refer to the inequality of GDP per capita between countries, which is the relevant measure for the theory
developed below. For inequality of income between world citizens, the evidence is stronger that it actually declined
since the 1980s due to the take-off of populous China and India (Sala-i-Martin, 2006).

3 See Galor and Weil (2000), Kögel and Prskawetz (2001), Jones (2001), Galor and Moav (2002, 2004), Boucekkine
et al. (2002), Doepke (2004), Strulik and Weisdorf (2008), and many others. The study by Galor and Mountford (2008)
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NOTES: Data from De Long (1998) and Bouguignon and Morrisson (2002). Inequality is measured by the Theil index
and as inequality between 33 countries or groups of countries whereby each country or country group represents at
least 1% of world population or world GDP in 1950.

FIGURE 1

WORLD ECONOMIC GROWTH AND INEQUALITY [COLOR FIGURE CAN BE VIEWED AT WILEYONLINELIBRARY.COM]

This article proposes a different approach. It considers a world of many countries connected
by a network of knowledge exchange. As knowledge diffuses gradually through the world,
more and more countries are “infected,” their firms start investing in new technologies and
their economy takes off to long-run growth. With more and more countries jumping on the
bandwagon of growth, world income per capita increases gradually toward a balanced growth
path. The individual timing of the take-off is explained by the countries’ closeness to the leaders
of the industrial revolution. Knowledge created in the leader countries is adopted earlier by
countries connected directly or within only a few links, compared to poorly connected or “re-
mote” countries. Take-off to growth of the forerunners of the industrial revolution is, naturally,
accompanied by increasing world inequality, as the income gap with respect to the backward
countries gets larger. Eventually, however, knowledge diffuses through the whole world and the
remote countries also take off. Because the available knowledge has increased tremendously
since the take-off of the original leaders, the latecomers of the industrial revolution have more
to learn from and thus they take off faster, at rates that temporarily exceed the balanced growth
rate. The feature that the growth rates of latecomers temporarily overshoot the balanced growth
rate implies that relative world inequality eventually declines.

Most of the related literature focuses exclusively on relative inequality measured, for example,
by the conventional Gini index or Theil index. One exception is Atkinson and Brandolini (2010)
who discuss alternative measures of absolute inequality based on Kolm (1976) and find that
it accelerated since the 1950s, that is, during the period when relative inequality leveled off.
We show that our network theory of long-run growth captures this phenomenon as well. We
compute the absolute Gini index, defined by the product of the Gini index and average income

is an exception, in that, it considers two interacting countries (or regions) in a unified growth setting. It investigates
trade—but not knowledge exchange—and argues that the fact that countries are connected delays the take-off to growth
of the initially backward country. Two-country models of imperfect knowledge diffusion and endogenous growth are
proposed by Baldwin and Forslid (2000), Baldwin et al. (2001), Strulik (2014), and Davis and Hashimoto (2015).
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(Chakravarty, 1988), and show that declining relative income inequality is predicted to be
accompanied by increasing income gaps in absolute levels.

In order to focus on the knowledge diffusion process, the underlying economic model is
a deliberately simple one. It is built on the multicountry model of knowledge diffusion and
endogenous growth developed by Howitt (2000) and simplified by Acemoglu (2009, Ch. 18).
The main difference is that in our world countries are not symmetric and do not exchange
knowledge with all other countries alike. Instead, we assume that countries exchange knowledge
with connected countries (their neighbors). We then investigate knowledge diffusion through a
small world network and show how a great diversity of individual growth experiences evolves
out of initial similarity between countries.

The network is necessary and sufficient for the complexity of individual growth performances
to arise since this behavior does not occur in the original symmetric models of knowledge
diffusion. In fact, the complexity of growth performances arises independently from the spe-
cific economic model of knowledge creation. In an earlier working paper (Lindner and Strulik,
2014), we considered economic growth based on human capital externalities and knowledge
diffusion through networks and found that a small world network generates a similar complex-
ity of growth performances. Our current approach of R&D-based growth and technological
progress brought forward by market processes adds more realism and facilitates comparison
with standard endogenous growth theory. The decisive element that explains the evolution of
world inequality, however, continues to be the knowledge exchange through networks.

There exists a large literature on R&D externalities between countries. This literature usually
involves a rather sophisticated modeling of households and firms but the way knowledge is
exchanged between countries is straightforward and (most of) the analysis concerns the steady
state (e.g., Eaton and Kortum, 1999; Howitt, 2000). In our article, in contrast, the economic
model is straightforward but the process of knowledge diffusion is nontrivial and the analysis
focuses on transitional dynamics.4

Our study is related to the work of Lucas (2000, 2009) on the initial divergence and subsequent
convergence of income across countries. An important difference is that in Lucas’ studies,
countries have either full access or no access to world knowledge. A stochastic mechanism
determines when countries gain access to world knowledge. According to our approach, in
contrast, the economic take-off and subsequent growth of the leaders, followers, and trailers of
the industrial revolution is endogenously explained by R&D effort and the imperfect diffusion
of knowledge throughout the world. In Lucas’ studies, the driving force of the growth process
is assumed (as in neoclassical growth theory), whereas in our approach, it is explained (as in
new growth theory). Lucas openly admits that his model is mechanical without much economic
content and expresses his confidence that the mechanical predictions could be confirmed in
refined theories of growth and development. Here, we propose such a refinement. It is based on a
theory of endogenous technological progress and technology diffusion through a world network
of knowledge exchange. Aside from addressing aggregate world growth and world inequality,
the modeling of endogenous creation and diffusion of technology allow us furthermore to
explain a richer set of phenomena than the mechanical model. For example, according to
Lucas’ approach, the United States would never had outpaced England, the initial industrial
leader. In our setup, countries do not only temporarily diverge and converge but they also
(occasionally) overtake each other.

Another strand of literature investigates multicountry models in which convergence is driven
by capital accumulation and trade (e.g., Acemoglu and Ventura, 2002). Conceptually, the
available multicountry growth literature focuses on the question of whether and how countries

4 Klenow and Rogriguez-Clare (2005) survey the literature on knowledge externalities in economic growth and
propose some extensions. In particular, they consider treating knowledge diffusion as being country-pair specific and
depending on distance (but they do not pursue this approach very far, cf. pp. 852–3). Comin et al. (2012) propose a
microfounded theory of spacial knowledge diffusion based on the random interaction of individuals. Their study is also
indirectly supportive of our approach by empirically showing that knowledge diffuses slower to countries farther away
from the technological leaders.
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at initially different income levels converge while we also investigate how countries that were
initially similar diverged. In other words, as with the available multicountry growth literature, we
also share an interest in the question of where the steady-state cross-country income distribution
lies. Additionally, as with unified growth theory, we share an interest in the question of how
the presently observable diversity of growth experiences evolved out of an initial similarity
between countries. In a unifying framework, our network theory of knowledge diffusion offers
an explanation for both “the great divergence” as well as “the great convergence.”5

There is a relatively small body of literature on networks in the context of economic growth.
Cavalcanti and Giannitsarou (2017) investigate learning externalities between households (or
schools) in simple networks and focus on convergence behavior. Fogli and Veldkamp (2012)
provide a study on the role of network connectivity for the diffusion of knowledge and diseases.
Lindner and Strulik (2015) investigate how economic development is affected by globaliza-
tion conceptualized as an evolving network, that is, how decreasing local connectivity affects
occupational choice and investment behavior through eroding trust and trustworthiness.6

The network through which knowledge diffuses is best conceptualized as face-to-face interac-
tion of people. This notion is supported by a series of recent studies documenting the importance
of short-term (Andersen and Dalgaard, 2011; Hovhannisyan and Keller, 2015) and long-term
(Ortega and Peri, 2014) cross-border flows of people for total factor productivity (TFP) growth
and economic growth. These studies find simultaneously little support for openness to trade
as a separate channel of knowledge diffusion, therewith corroborating Frankel and Romer’s
(1999) suspicion that it is the exchange of ideas trough communication and travel instead of
the shipment of goods through which openness generates international productivity spillovers.
An increasing trend of knowledge exchange through increasing (business) travel is captured
by our model by the prediction that the amount of knowledge diffusing through the world
network increases over time. In an extension of the basic model, we consider that the network
itself evolves over time in the sense that economic development induces the creation of new
long-distance links.

The links between countries can be interpreted as geographic proximity (Mexico next to the
United States) as well as cultural or genetic similarity (England next to the United States).
The latter interpretation captures the notion that a similar language and cultural background
facilitates the adoption of knowledge (Spolaore and Waziarg, 2013). These cultural links be-
tween countries may well have been established in preindustrial times, before the take-off to
growth (Ashraf and Galor, 2013). Given this notion of the links between countries, the model’s
prediction is that countries that are well connected to similar countries experience an earlier
take-off to growth.

The article is organized as follows. The next section sets up the model. Section 3 provides
analytical results for comparative statics and comparative dynamics (steady-state, S-shaped
transitions, overshooting growth of latecomers, rising and eventually declining world inequal-
ity). Proofs of the propositions are delegated to the Appendix where we also investigate the
implied growth dynamics for some very simple networks in order to provide a better under-
standing of the impact of the network architecture on knowledge diffusion. In Section 4, we
introduce the small world network (Watts and Strogatz, 1998), and in Section 5 we investigate
the distribution and growth of world income when countries are connected by such a network,

5 The term great divergence was initially coined by Pomeranz (2000) with respect to the divergent evolution of
China and the West. It is now more broadly applied to the divergent evolution of income per capita across the world
(Galor, 2005).

6 Recently, Delventhal (2018) proposed a network model to study the evolution of the world income distribution.
In contrast to this article and Lindner and Strulik (2014), the economic model is more detailed and the network
considered is very specific. It is a weighted complete network, in which the weights are determined by transport costs
between countries. The feature that this approach ignores other factors relevant for knowledge exchange (e.g., common
language, cultural or genetic proximity) may be the reason why the model fails to explain the fast and early take-off of
the United States and the other “neo-European” countries. In the small world model, cultural or genetic proximity of
geographically distant countries is captured by the presence of long-distance links (short-cuts).
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provide a sensitivity analysis with respect to the network parameters, and discuss the phe-
nomenon of endogenously changing world economic leaders and overtaking in the course of
global development. In Section 6, we discuss the robustness of results when the basic model
is extended toward country-specific degrees of openness, different assumptions on learning
from neighbors, and the endogenous creation of long-distance links in an evolving network.
Section 7 concludes.

2. THE MODEL

Consider a world consisting of a number n of countries indexed by i. All Countries are pop-
ulated by a (nonoverlapping) workforce L. The economic side of the model can be understood
as a simplified version of the knowledge diffusion model of Howitt (2000) and Acemoglu (2009,
Ch. 18). We follow these studies and assume that there is no international trade in goods or
factors in order to focus on technology transfer as the main connection between countries. The
novel aspect is the conceptualization of the world as a network of knowledge exchange. The
model consists of three sectors: final goods production, intermediate goods production, and
R&D. Growth is generated as in Romer (1990) by expanding variety of intermediate goods,
which implies increasing productivity of the final goods sector. In deviation from the related
literature, we assume that a successful innovation or adaptation of an intermediate good gen-
erates a monopoly for that specific good for one period (instead of for an infinite period). This
allows for a convenient modeling of a state transition from no R&D toward R&D-based growth.
The discrete time period of the model is thus given by the length of monopoly advantage after
successful innovation or adaption of a new good (in the numerical part, a period takes 20 years).

2.1. Goods Production. The final goods sector produces competitively using labor and a
range of intermediate products. At time t there is a continuum of Nit intermediate goods
available in country i. Let yit(v) denote the quantity of input v. Output of final goods is then
given by

Yit = 1
1 − α

Lα

∫ Nit

0
yit(v)1−αdv.(1)

Let pit(v) denote the price of good v. From the first-order condition for optimal factor input,
we obtain the demand function

yit(v) = pit(v)−1/αL.(2)

As Acemoglu (2009), we consider a lab-equipment variant of R&D-based growth, implying
that final goods are used for consumption, production of intermediates, and R&D. Implicitly
the lab-equipment model assumes that R&D uses labor and other factor inputs in the same
proportion as the manufacturing sector (Rivera-Batiz and Romer, 1991). Production of an
intermediate good requires the input of (1 − α) final goods. The latest vintage of available goods
is supplied under monopolistic competition. All other vintages are supplied competitively. This
means that the price of all but the latest vintage is given by pit(v) = (1 − α) such that factor
input is yit(v) = (1 − α)−1/αL. Profits of the Nit − Nit−1 firms supplying the latest vintage of
intermediate goods are given by

πit(v) = pit(v)yit(v) − (1 − α)yit(v) = pit(v)−1/αL[pit(v) − (1 − α)].(3)

From the first-order condition for maximum profits, we obtain pit(v) = 1 such that yit(v) = L
and πit(v) = αL. We assume that all countries face the same constant interest rate, which is
normalized to zero. The study of Caselli and Feyrer (2007) showed that there is indeed little
variation of interest rates across countries. A constant world interest rate could be motivated
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by perfect international mobility of capital. The assumption of a zero interest rate is made to
simplify the algebra and could be relaxed without loss of generality.7

2.2. R&D. New goods are linearly created by spending zit units of final goods on technology
adoption such that the number of newly available products in period t + 1 is given by

Nit+1 = Aitzit + Nit.(4)

Following Acemoglu (2009), the expenditure on technology adoption zit, may take the form of
R&D but may also be conceptualized as other expenditures conducive to product creation and
adoption. In short, we call it R&D. Productivity of R&D, Ait, is given for the individual firm but
endogenously determined through knowledge externalities, Ait = Ait(zit, ·). Since there is free
entry into R&D, the output of R&D (blueprints for new goods), given by Nit+1 − Nit, is sold to
firms in the intermediate goods sector at unit costs. Since there is also free entry to intermediate
goods production, this means that the price of a blueprint equals expected profits πit(v) = αL.
Free entry thus implies

Ait(zit, ·)zitαL ≤ zit.(5)

Whenever there is R&D, the constraint holds with equality.

2.3. R&D Productivity and the Knowledge Network. In this section, we describe in detail
the features of country-specific productivity in R&D, Ait, and explain how it is determined
by a network of knowledge exchange. Following Howitt (2000) and Acemoglu (2009), we
assume that there is a “standing on shoulders” effect in R&D productivity, which increases in
the number of varieties available domestically and in other countries. The related literature
assumes that countries have access to the knowledge available worldwide. Here, we assume in
contrast that countries do not exchange knowledge with all other countries alike. Specifically,
we assume that countries are connected by a network of knowledge exchange. A link between
two countries i and j thus means that these countries are open with respect to each other and
that they are in mutual knowledge exchange.

Let the network of the world be represented by a matrix W whose elements indicate whether
countries are linked with each other. We assume that links are unweighted and undirected. This
means that the entry wij = wj i is equal to one if countries i and j are linked and zero otherwise.
The nodes to which country i is linked are called neighbors of i. Assume country i has di links.
By definition, each country is not linked to itself such that di can assume any value between 0
(isolation) and n − 1 (connected to all other countries). Let ñi denote the set of countries to
which country i is linked to.

Let ε denote the share of international knowledge externalities, ε ∈ [0, 1]. For ε = 0, the
model collapses to a conventional R&D-based growth model, in which countries are treated as
if in isolation, and for ε = 1 the model collapses to a simplified version of the Howitt (2000)–
Acemoglu (2009) model. Knowledge spillovers from abroad are derived from the externality
matrix W̄, which is obtained by normalizing W such that for every linked country, di > 0, the
sum of weights to neighbors in W̄ is equal to ε, that is w̄ij = ε/di for j ∈ ñi. In case of isolation,
di = 0 and we set w̄ij = 0 for all j �= i. Finally, we assign w̄ii = 1 − ε for all i. Hence, all rows of
W̄ have positive elements and sum up to one if every country has at least one link.

We define the standing-on-shoulders externality for country i as the average number of
varieties available in its neighboring countries including the country itself,

∑n
j=1 w̄ij Njt = ε N̄it +

7 Consideration of imperfect capital mobility and variable country-specific interest rates would require to explicitly
introduce a savings motive (in an extension toward an overlapping generations framework) and would blur the focus
on adjustment dynamics resulting from knowledge exchange through a network. See Strulik (2014) for a two-country
model of imperfect knowledge exchange and imperfect capital mobility.
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(1 − ε)Nit, in which the average available varieties of the neighbors of i is denoted by N̄it =
1
di

∑
j∈ñi

Njt. A “stepping on toes” externality captures the fact that R&D success gets harder
when there is much spending on R&D (i.e., when zit is large). As in the related literature, it
prevents the economy from exploding. Summarizing, productivity in R&D is given by

Ait =
(

A
[
εN̄it + (1 − ε)Nit

]
β+ zit

)φ
.(6)

We assume that the productivity parameters A, β, and φ are equal across countries such that
all differences between countries result either from their position in the network or their initial
endowments Ni0. The parameter β > 0 ensures that the marginal productivity of the first unit
spent on R&D is less than infinity. As a result of this plausible assumption, there exists for
any country an environment in which market R&D and the creation of patented blueprints is
not profitable, characterizing the state of the world for most of human history (Mokyr, 2005).
The parameter β thus captures barriers to R&D that are important when the level of R&D
is small but negligible when it is large. The parameter φ controls for potential scale effects in
innovation.8

The intuition behind the use of country averages is that, at any time increment, any person in
country i can exchange knowledge either with a person in country j or country k. If for, example,
the English traveler who previously spent all of his travel time in the United States now splits
his travel time between the United States and India, he spends only half of the former time on
knowledge exchange with the United States, implying that the Indian engagement reduces the
knowledge gained from the United States. The fact that aggregate time for knowledge exchange
per country is normalized to unity then implies that the total knowledge acquired from abroad
is measured by the average varieties developed by one’s neighbors. Ceteris paribus, a link to a
backward country (with Njt < Nit) leads to a lower knowledge externality for country i, and a
link to a forward country (with Njt > Nit) implies a higher knowledge externality. This means
that initially backward countries that are well connected to initially advanced countries have
an advantage in learning from abroad. Notice that the model does not predict that a country’s
productivity worsens when it is connected to a country that has lower productivity than itself.
Instead, all international links increase productivity, compared to autarky. The implication
of (6) is that productivity decreases when a link to a forward country is replaced by a link
to a backward country such that average number of varieties available in the neighboring
countries declines.

In Section 6, we consider several alternative assumptions on knowledge diffusion and inves-
tigate (numerically) the robustness of results. First, we show that aggregate results are hardly
affected if we allow the degree of openness ε to be country specific. Second, we assume that
countries learn only from their most advanced neighbor. We show that this assumption pre-
serves all qualitative results but generates less variety in individual growth performances, less
overtaking, and less inequality than the benchmark model. Finally, we assume that the network
is evolving, in the sense that economic advances lead to the creation of more long-distance
links, and show that this feature preserves all results and increases the speed of catch-up
growth.

8 For N̄it = Nt and ε = 1 (i.e., the special case of learning from all countries in a complete network), the knowledge
externality is similar but not equal to Acemoglu (2009). It deviates because the stepping-on-toes effect is measured in
terms of research effort (as in Jones, 1995) instead of in terms of existing products and because of β > 0, that is, the
assumption of less than infinite productivity of the first unit spent on R&D, which is necessary in order to allow for the
possibility of no R&D and economic stagnation.
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3. LONG-RUN DYNAMICS IN CONNECTED NETWORKS

From (5) and (6), we obtain R&D input

zit = max
{
0, A

[
εN̄it + (1 − ε)Nit

]
(αL)1/φ − β

}
.(7)

Notice that a country is situated at the corner solution (no R&D) if R&D productivity is
sufficiently low, which is the case if the country has not (yet) developed or adopted many
products (Nit is sufficiently low) and—this is the novel result—if the country is badly connected
to the rest of the world (N̄it is sufficiently low). The latter happens if the country has no or
few links to countries that have reached an advanced state of development characterized by a
relatively high number of available products.

Inserting (6) and (7) into (4), we get a description of the world as one vector-valued difference
equation,

Nit+1 = Nit + max
(
0, (αL)−1{A[εN̄it + (1 − ε)Nit

]
(αL)1/φ − β

})
,(8)

i = 1, . . . ,n, and a network W̄. Note that in case of isolation, N̄it = 0, which is always harmful
to growth. Throughout the remainder of the article, we assume that W̄ is connected.9 If the
underlying network were disconnected, its separate components would behave as separate
(small) worlds.

Suppose a country invests in R&D. Then, the (gross) growth rate of varieties is given by

gN
it+1 ≡ Nit+1

Nit
= 1 + (αL)−1

{
A
[
ε

N̄it

Nit
+ (1 − ε)

]
(αL)1/φ − β

Nit

}
.(9)

Output of final goods is computed from (1) using symmetry within vintages of intermediate
goods:

Yit = 1
1 − α

Lα

[∫ Nit−1

0

[
(1 − α)−1/αL

]1−α
dj +

∫ Nit

Nit−1

L1−αdj
]

(10)

= L
1 − α

[
Nit−1(1 − α)−(1−α)/α + Nit − Nit−1

]
.

Notice that output per worker Yit/L is independent from scale for a given number of varieties.
GDP is defined as Yit − (1 − α)Xit − Zit, in which Xit and Zit are the aggregate factor demands
for intermediate goods production and R&D. GDP can then be computed as GDPit = Yit −
(1 − α)L[(1 − α)−1/αNit−1 + (Nit − Nit−1)] − Zit.

Let Nw
t ≡∑n

i=1 Nit and N̄t ≡ Nw
t /n denote the worldwide produced varieties of intermediate

goods and the average number of varieties per country, respectively. Furthermore, let gN
t ≡

Nw
t+1/N

w
t denote the (gross) growth rate of the world’s varieties and xit = Nit/N̄t country i’s

relative endowment, that is, the ratio between country i’s varieties and average varieties. The
dynamics of relative varieties are then determined by xit+1 = gN

it /g
N
t · xit.

DEFINITION 1. A steady state is defined by xit+1 = xit for all i = 1, . . . ,n and all t ≥ 0. A
balanced growth path is defined by each country growing at the same constant growth rate, that
is, git = g.

COROLLARY 1. When all countries start with equal initial endowment N0, the network is ir-
relevant and the economy is always at the steady state where xit+1 = xi = 1 for all i ∈ n and
t = 1, 2, . . . .

9 A network is connected if there exists a path between any two nodes. Formally, this means that for any i and j ,
i �= j , there exists a k ≥ 1 such that (W̄k)ij > 0.
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PROPOSITION 1 (LONG-RUN GROWTH). The world economy converges toward a steady state of
growth or stagnation. In case of positive long-run growth, the growth rate of varieties and final

goods output is given by gN = (αL)
1−φ
φ A + 1. A sufficient condition for long-run growth is that all

countries are endowed with a number of varieties greater than β/[A(αL)1/φ].

For long-run growth, the proof shows for (9) that N̄it/Nit → 1 for t → ∞. This provides gN.
In order to see that Yit grows at the same rate as Nit, insert gN = Nit/Nit−1 into (10) and obtain
that along the steady state Yit/Nit = L(gN)−1[(1 − α)−(1−α)/α + gN − 1]. The right-hand side of
the equation is constant, implying that numerator and denominator on the left-hand side of the
equation grow at equal rates.

Since the network is connected, all knowledge is eventually shared by all countries. This
feature implies that the world economy converges toward a steady state, that is, a situation
in which all countries grow at a common rate. A steady state of positive growth means that
all countries of the world irrespective of their backward initial situation are eventually “in-
fected” by knowledge diffusion and will grow eventually at the same rate as the leaders of the
industrial revolution.

A stylized fact of long-run development is that countries gradually, with increasing growth
rates, take off to modern growth (the new Kaldor fact number 2; Jones and Romer, 2010).
Both neoclassical growth theory and conventional endogenous growth theory have difficulties
in predicting a gradual take-off. The neoclassical model, for example, predicts that growth is
highest at low levels of income, a feature that follows immediately from decreasing returns to
factor accumulation. Here, the model generates S-shaped transitions. The growth rate of GDP
per capita accelerates gradually during the first phase after take-off. During the second phase
growth decelerates, a phenomenon that renders convergence toward the steady state.

In order to see the S-shaped transition of growth rates, inspect the growth equation (9). At
the beginning of the take-off to growth, the second term in curly parenthesis, β/Nit dominates
and growth is barely positive. Productivity in R&D is low because the country has developed (or
adopted) relatively few intermediate goods. As the country develops, the second term vanishes
to zero. The first term, in contrast, increases initially for followers of the industrial revolution,
driven by the externality ratio N̄it/Nit. At the time of the take-off of economic growth, a country
is poorer than the average of its neighborhood, implying that the neighborhood invests more
in R&D and has developed more varieties. Altogether, this means that growth is increasing
during the early phase after the take-off. As the country gets richer, the second term vanishes
and N̄it/Nit declines to unity. Along the transition, growth rates of initially backward countries
overshoot the balanced growth rate.10

PROPOSITION 2 (OVERSHOOTING GROWTH). Suppose that the network W̄ and the initial condi-
tions support a steady state of long-run growth, gN > 1.

(i) Forerunners of the industrial revolution converge monotonically toward gN.
(ii) Followers of the industrial revolution converge nonmonotonically at growth rates that are

temporarily above gN if their initial endowment of varieties is small relative to the neigh-
borhood average.

Intuitively, for initially backward countries, there is much to learn from other countries or,
more precisely, from the countries to which a link of knowledge exchange exists (i.e., the
neighbors). The opportunity to tap into a greater pool of knowledge creates an advantage of
backwardness (Gerschenkron, 1962). When R&D becomes profitable, these countries reach a
phase of above steady-state growth because of the high learning potential from the neighbors.
This means that the initially backward countries manage to double their income per capita in a

10 In an early analytical contribution, Wälde (1996) has shown that in a two-country model of R&D-driven growth
and capital market integration, the initially backward country catches up with overshooting growth rates.
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much shorter amount of time than the leaders of the industrial revolution (Parente and Prescott,
2005).

In order to develop a comprehensive picture of the evolution of world income inequality,
we distinguish between relative and absolute income inequality. In order to see the difference,
consider a world of two countries with endowment (y1, y2) = (10, 40). Assume the endowment
changes to (20,80). This means that the absolute gap increases from 30 to 60, whereas the relative
difference 30/50 stays constant. Relative income inequality can be expressed by the Gini index
(or the Theil index), whereas absolute income inequality can be measured by the absolute Gini
index, defined as the product of the Gini index and average income (Chakravarty, 1988). In the
present example of two countries, the Gini index is 0.3 for both distributions but the absolute
Gini index changes from 7.5 to 15. Lemma A.3 in the Appendix summarizes the main properties
of these measures of inequality.

PROPOSITION 3. [The World Kuznets Curve]

(i) Relative income inequality between countries eventually vanishes. The Gini index con-
verges to zero such that the world tends to the unique steady state of relative equality x∗

i = 1
for all i ∈ N.

(ii) If in case of long-run growth, some countries initially grow and others stagnate at a constant
level of income, then relative income inequality increases initially and declines subsequently.

The feature that the network is connected is sufficient for convergence toward a balanced
growth path of relative equality. The specific architecture of the network, however, determines
whether this will be a path of positive growth and how fast convergence will be. An obstacle
to long-run growth could be, for example, when the leader is linked to too many initially
poor countries such that there is no take-off to long-run growth and gN ≤ 1. The sufficient
condition of Proposition 1 represents a lower bound on initial endowments ensuring take-off
for all network configurations. Furthermore, the network architecture determines the speed of
convergence toward balanced growth (see Proposition 5) and thus also how fast convergence
toward relatively equality will be.11

The model produces not only a “great divergence” (Pomeranz, 2000), initiated by the take-off
of the leaders of industrial revolution, but also a “great convergence” in terms of relative income
levels. Convergence occurs after the take-off of the latecomers of the industrial revolution. The
latecomers are identified as the countries with inferior initial endowments and missing links to
the forerunners of the industrial revolution. Since a connected network ensures the existence
of a steady state, it implies that eventually all knowledge is shared between all countries, which
explains the phenomenon of vanishing relative income inequality. This result is in disagreement
with some popular articles on the world income distribution (Jones, 1997; Acemoglu and Ven-
tura, 2002) but it is in line with Lucas’ (2000, 2009) vision of the world’s future development.
However, the decline of relative income inequality does not imply that absolute income levels
converge. In fact, as we show later, countries may even overtake each other (several times) and
the absolute income gap may increase, whereas income inequality measured by the (relative)
Gini or Theil index disappears.

PROPOSITION 4. [No Convergence in Levels] Suppose that the network W̄ and the initial con-
ditions support a steady state of long-run growth, gN > 1. Despite eventually declining relative
world inequality there is not necessarily convergence of income levels.

11 The rate of convergence measures the speed at which a convergent sequence approaches its limit, measured by the
difference to the stationary distribution in comparison to the previous period. Formally, for multidimensional systems
with vector xt ∈ R

n at time t and limit x∗, the rate of convergence is defined as limt→∞ ||xt+1 − x∗||/||xt − x∗||.
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The result in Proposition 4 means that, along the transition to the steady state, the relative
Gini index always tends to zero but not necessarily the absolute Gini index. In order to get an
intuition of this insight, consider the left term in the maximum argument of (8),

A(αL)1/φ−1[εN̄it + (1 − ε)Nit
]
,(11)

which can be read as a composition of two functions. The “inner” operation in square brackets
averages over neighborhoods and therefore contracts the range of different levels of Nit. The
“outer” operation of multiplication by a constant, A(αL)1/φ−1, magnifies this range again. The
classical Gini index is based on relative measures such that the outer operation of multiplying
by a constant is always mitigated. The absolute Gini index, however, fails to tend to zero if the
contraction effect of averaging over neighborhoods is offset by the (repeated) multiplication by
the constant A(αL)1/φ−1. The dynamics in (11) gets more complex by subtracting the constant
β/(αL) and by the fact that the whole right term in (8) is an updating term, added to the current
level of Nit. Nevertheless, disentangling the effects as in (11) gives a hint as to why the absolute
and relative Gini index can behave differently.

Cavalcanti et al. (2016) introduce the notion ofnetwork cohesion κ for a broad class of dynamic
models of endogenous perpetual growth with network externalities. They show that this statistic
is relevant for characterizing the stability and the speed of convergence when the analysis is
carried out in terms of relative variables like xit = Nit/N̄t in the present article. Network cohesion
is defined as one minus the second largest modulus eigenvalue of W̄, in particular,

κ = 1 − max
λi∈σ(W̄)\{1}

|λi|,(12)

where σ(W̄) is the spectrum of W̄. Cohesion is generally a measure between 0 and 1. In our
case, network cohesion is always positive since the network W̄ is connected. The complete
network has the largest possible network cohesion κ = 1 as all eigenvalues of W̄ besides the
largest one are equal to 0. The empty network provides κ = 0 as in this case the eigenvalue 1
of W̄ has algebraic multiplicity n. It is easy to show that the star network has cohesion κ = 1/2
(see Corollary 1 of Calvacanti et al., 2016).

PROPOSITION 5. Higher cohesion implies faster convergence to the balanced growth path. In
particular, an upper bound for the rate of convergence is given by

1 − gN − 1
gN

κ.

In order to investigate transitional dynamics in more detail, we next turn to a numerical
presentation of the model.

4. SETUP OF THE SMALL WORLD MODEL

4.1. The Initial State of the World. Suppose that initially there are two distinct groups of
countries. A small group of countries with relatively high initial endowments (the rich) and
a large group with relatively low endowment (the poor). Initial endowments are such that
rich countries are growing, albeit at a very low rate, whereas poor countries stagnate because
aggregate productivity is so low that investment in R&D is not worthwhile. This setup is the
most interesting case because it allows for evolving country heterogeneity. As time proceeds
and knowledge crosses borders, income and productivity of the countries grow differently
according to their connections with other countries and countries become more dissimilar with
respect to economic growth. Having two different groups of countries is the minimum setup
to discuss evolving heterogeneity (cf. Corollary 1). We do not ask where the initial differences
between countries come from but assume, in line with the historical evidence on economic
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FIGURE 2

SMALL WORLD NETWORK

conditions in premodern times, that the initial differences are small from today’s perspective.
The challenge is thus to explain how a great variety of growth performances evolves out of small
initial differences.12

4.2. The Small World Network. In Appendix A.2, we explain how knowledge diffuses
through selected simple networks (bridge, ring, core-periphery). It is shown that these net-
works are sufficient to generate a staggered and gradual take-off to growth and overshooting
growth patterns of the latecomers in this process. The simple networks are, however, insufficient
to generate a variety of distinct growth processes at the country level and they cannot be used to
fit predicted world economic growth and income inequality to the actual long-run trends shown
in Figure 1. Here, we show that the small world network is capable to produce these features.

The small world network, developed by Watts and Strogatz (1998) is an irregular network that
features both local connectivity and long-distance links. Mathematically, it is easily understood
but complex enough to allow for an application to a plethora of biological and social phenomena
(see Newman, 2003, for an overview). The small world model appears to be particularly suited
for our purpose because it retains the importance of local connectivity, capturing the fact that
most knowledge diffuses from direct neighbors, but at the same time allows for the establishment
of long-distance links between distant countries.

Here, we consider a modification of the Watts and Strogatz model, developed by Newman
and Watts (1999), which appears to be more appropriate for our purpose. The idea of the small
world model can be illustrated best by considering a network on a one-dimensional lattice. It
is constructed from a regular network in which any node (country) is connected with its direct
neighbors that are m or fewer lattice spaces away. In the example of Figure 2, m = 2. Each
country is connected to four neighbors, two at each side. The regular network is then modified
by randomly adding long-distance links. The probability for a long-distance link per link of the
underlying lattice is denoted by p . The middle panel of Figure 2 shows an example for which p
is low and the panel on the right shows an example for larger p .

For international knowledge flows, the feature of local connectivity, created through position-
ing the countries on a ring, captures the empirical fact that knowledge spillovers, in principle,
decline with geographic distance (e.g., Keller, 2002). The presence of long-distance links means
that this generality is occasionally broken and that the effective distance is (much) shorter
than geographic distance. Figuratively speaking, we could imagine the United States to be
geographically only two neighbors away from Guatemala but exchanging much more knowl-
edge with England because both countries are connected with a long-distance link. This may
turn out to be crucial for comparative development because the United States benefits directly
from knowledge created in England, whereas Guatemala benefits only indirectly via the United
States. Moreover, in order for the knowledge to arrive in Guatemala, it has to cross Mexico,

12 In contrast to conventional unified growth theory, the model is too simple to explain how the leader countries
left stagnation. Here, we simply give the leader countries a small head start that supports an initial growth process. We
think that this approach is justifiable because of our focus on the differentiated take-offs and growth experiences across
countries that happened after the take-off of the leader countries.
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another initially poor country, such that a part of the knowledge created in England gets “lost
in transition.”13

4.3. Numerical Specification. We begin with a benchmark specification of the model. Later
on, we discuss the sensitivity of results on parameter choice. Suppose the world consists of 100
countries of which 10% are initially rich. We set φ = 1 in order to eliminate scale effects. We
set the labor share α to 0.65 and adjust the value of A such that the implied steady-state growth
rate is about 2% annually. The parameter values of ε and β are irrelevant for the steady state
but shaping adjustment dynamics. Eaton and Kortum (1999) estimate, for a sample of fully
developed countries, that between one-half and three-fourths of the knowledge adopted has
been generated abroad. We take the benchmark value for our (temporarily) more heterogenous
set of countries from the lower bound of their estimates and set ε = 0.5. This means that one-half
of the knowledge available in a country has been generated by domestic firms and the other half
stems from international knowledge diffusion. We set β in order to get the best fit of worldwide
economic growth with the historical data.

We assume that a period takes 20 years. After running the model, we convert results into
annual data for better comparability with real data. We set initial time to the year 1700, that
is, shortly before the onset of the first industrial revolution (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2018).
We set Nit = 10 for the poor and Nit = 11 for the rich countries implying that income in the
rich countries is initially about 1.2 times higher than in poor countries. This gap corresponds
well with the estimates of the head start of Western European countries vis-à-vis the rest of the
world at the dawn of the first industrial revolution (Bairoch, 1998, Ch. 9). Most importantly, this
specification means that poor countries initially stagnate, whereas rich countries initially grow at
a low rate of around 0.3%. As a benchmark, we consider p = 0.3, that is, the case in which 30%
of the countries are equipped with a long-distance link. We subsequently provide sensitivity
analysis with respect to p and other important parameters. For the basic run, we assume that
the initially rich countries are clustered such that no initially rich country is surrounded by
poor neighbors.

5. ADJUSTMENT DYNAMICS: THE EVOLUTION OF INNOVATION AND INEQUALITY ACROSS

THE WORLD

5.1. Basic Results. The predicted adjustment dynamics for the benchmark case are shown
in Figure 3. For better comparability with the data, the gross growth rate per 20 years from
(9) is converted into net growth per year. In contrast to the simple networks discussed in the
Appendix, the small world generates a lot of heterogeneity. Basically, each of the 100 countries
follows its own idiosyncratic growth trajectory. Recalling that initially, in the year 1700, there
were only two different types of countries and that the initial difference between rich and poor
countries was small (about 1.2:1), we conclude that, with industrialization, diversity evolves out
of similarity.

Naturally, the initially richer countries take off first. Next, follow the poor countries that are
well linked with the rich part of the world, either through geographic proximity on the ring
or through long-distance links. The less well-connected countries take off late but experience
an “advantage of backwardness” (Gerschenkron, 1962) in the sense that their income growth
surpasses the income growth of the forerunners of the take-off to modern growth. Generally,
we observe that overshooting growth is higher, the later the take-off time is. Although it took
about 200 years for the forerunners of the industrial revolution to reach a growth rate of 2%,
the countries taking off in the 1950s needed only about two generations to achieve the same
rate of growth. The explanation is that latecomers, once growth is initiated, tap into a greater

13 For evidence on imperfect knowledge spillovers and their decay with distance see also, among others, Jaffe et al.
(1993) and Coe et al. 2009. For the influence of cultural (linguistic, genetic) distance on knowledge diffusion see, among
others, Keller (2002), Spolaore and Wacziarg (2009, 2013), and Madsen and Farhadi (2018).
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FIGURE 3

ECONOMIC GROWTH IN A SMALL WORLD [COLOR FIGURE CAN BE VIEWED AT WILEYONLINELIBRARY.COM]

reservoir of world knowledge. This knowledge has been accumulated in the recent past and
was not yet available when the forerunners took off. This phenomenon relates the model to
the new Kaldor fact no. 1: the increasing flow of ideas via globalization (Jones and Romer,
2010). Globalization here means that an increasing share of countries gets out of stagnation
with R&D (or, more broadly, investments in technology adoption) becoming worthwhile and
that an increasing stock of knowledge diffuses through the world network.

Comparing the model’s predictions with the historical facts (Bairoch, 1993; Galor, 2005), we
would imagine the group of initially rich countries as Western Europe, which reaches on average
a growth rate of 1% in the mid-19th century, a period in which some of the Latin American
countries started to grow. In the 20th century, when the latecomers take off, the initially rich
countries grow at an almost constant rate of about 2% annually. It is also interesting to observe
that growth of the leaders is already surpassed by growth of some followers in 19th century and
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that despite the presence of long-distance links, some countries are predicted to take off only
in the 21st century. The differentiated and relatively rapid take-offs of the latecomers of the
industrial revolution in the 20th century produce the picture of a great variety of subsequent
growth experiences of countries that were almost equally poor just a generation ago.

The second panel of Figure 3 shows the implied average economic growth in the world. Dots
represent the data points from De Long (1998) shown in Figure 1. The model predicts the
take-off of aggregate world growth reasonably well. World growth rises from almost zero to
just below 1% in the mid-19th century and to about 1.5% in the mid-20th century. Compared to
the data, the take-off is somewhat too slow, an outcome that could be corrected (by assuming
a higher p or ε) at the expense of predicting a take-off that is “too early” for the latecomers.
Altogether, however, the model generates plausible S-shaped transitions. On the individual
level, as well as on the global level, the model provides an explanation for the new Kaldor fact
no. 2, the gradual increase of the rate of economic growth (Jones and Romer, 2010).

The differentiated take-off of countries produces the Great Divergence: relative world in-
equality increases strongly from 1800 to 2000. This is shown in the third panel of Figure 3, in
which dots represent the data points from Figure 1 (Bourguignon and Morrison, 2002). The
solid and dashed line, respectively, show the model’s prediction for the evolution of the Gini
index and the Theil index, computed from the individual income trajectories of the 100 coun-
tries. According to the model, for its benchmark calibration, relative inequality stops growing
in the 21st century. From then onward, the model predicts a “great convergence.” As more and
more latecomers catch up with overshooting growth rates, relative world inequality declines.
The inequality curve, however, is skewed. The great convergence is predicted to take several
centuries longer than the great divergence. The intuition is straightforward. The fact that the
original leaders of the industrial revolution keep growing makes the catch up harder than the
quick departure of the leaders from the almost stagnant income of the followers and latecomers
two centuries earlier.14

The focus on the conventional Gini index, however, conceals that absolute world inequality
keeps on rising. The bottom panel of Figure 3 shows the absolute Gini, that is, the relative index
from the third panel multiplied by mean income. The log-scaling means that absolute inequality
grows exponentially. These findings illustrate Proposition 4 and highlight the importance of
distinguishing relative and absolute convergence. The relative income gap between rich and poor
tends to zero because the absolute gap grows slower than the total level of income (cf. Lemma
A.1). Dots in the bottom panel show the absolute Gini index computed for the Bourguignon
and Morrison (2002) data by Atkinson and Brandolini (2010). The network model somewhat
underestimates absolute inequality in the early 19th century but gets the exponential increase
over the 20th century about right. It predicts this trend to continue in the future.

5.2. Variation inGrowthRates. In order to further explore the evolution of growth, we sorted
the countries for any time t into income quintiles, with the poorest 20% of countries in the first
quintile and the richest 20% in the fifth quintile. The variability of growth rates is shown in
Figure 4, exemplarily for the years 1860 and 2000. The figure shows the standard deviation (in
percent) of GDP growth for each income quintile. The panel for the year 2000 corresponds with
the new Kaldor fact no. 3, stating that the variance of growth rates across countries increases
with distance to the technological frontier (Jones and Romer, 2010). The variation in growth
rates is low in rich countries compared to the “emerging economies” of the second and third
income quintiles. Only in the poorest countries, which are still close to stagnation, variation
in growth rates is smaller. The model also highlights that Kaldor fact no. 3 is a phenomenon
of the 20th century. In the 19th century, when the frontier countries themselves sequentially
experienced their take-offs to growth while the rest of the world was still close to subsistence,
the variance of growth rates was highest among the rich countries.

14 In the Appendix, we provide results on an alternative measure of inequality, σ–convergence. In Subsection 6.2,
we show how an evolving network accelerates the speed of convergence.
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FIGURE 4

STANDARD DEVIATION OF GDP GROWTH ACROSS COUNTRIES [COLOR FIGURE CAN BE VIEWED AT WILEYONLINELIBRARY.COM]
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FIGURE 5

R&D SHARE: TAKE-OFFS AND CONVERGENCE [COLOR FIGURE CAN BE VIEWED AT WILEYONLINELIBRARY.COM]

5.3. R&D Dynamics. The economic take-off is associated with a take-off of R&D activity,
at the country level as well as worldwide. Figure 5 shows the predicted output share of R&D,
zit/Yit, for all countries. The world average R&D share is indicated by blue circles. On average,
the R&D share rises gradually from about one per mill in 1720 to about 0.5% in 1820 to about
2% in 1950 and about 3% in 2000. Hence, the model gets the order of magnitude of the R&D
share about right. The staggered and gradual take-off of R&D is in line with the observation
of Lederman and Maloney (2003). The estimates of Lederman and Maloney, however, suggest
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a convex association of the R&D share and economic development, that is, exploding R&D
activity. Our model, in contrast, predicts a convex–concave association with gradual convergence
toward an R&D share of about 5%.

The relatively fast catch-up (and overshooting) of the R&D share of latecomer countries is
consistent with the observation that, in absolute levels, the bulk of R&D is performed by the
richest countries, which are mainly the forerunner countries. According to OECD (2019), in
2015, the OECD countries accounted for about 72% of world R&D spending. In Figure 5(B),
the blue (solid) line shows the predicted share in world R&D of the 15 richest countries. The
red (dashed) line shows the share of the 30 richest countries. We observe a high concentration
of R&D in the sense that most of R&D is performed by the richest countries. Their importance,
however, declines over time as more emerging economies not belonging to the OECD club take
up R&D. In the year 2015, the 15 richest countries account for about 60% of world R&D and
the 30 richest countries account for about 85% of R&D. This means that, in a stylized way, the
model gets the actual R&D concentration about right.

5.4. Is the Present World Income Distribution Close to Its Steady State?. As evidenced in
Figure 3, the model predicts that relative income inequality across the world will eventually
decline after the take-off of the latecomers of industrialization. In contrast to such an optimistic
outlook, some related studies developed theories in order to explain a constant world income
distribution at a state of high inequality, most notably perhaps the study of Acemoglu and
Ventura (2002). Acemoglu and Ventura’s work was inspired by the observation of “a relatively
stable” world income distribution in the second half of the 20th century.

A “relatively stable” distribution, however, could also be inferred from an actually slowly
evolving distribution. This is particularly the case if the window of observation is relatively short
and if the observation happens to be taken at a period of time when the trajectory of relative
world inequality is flat because it is close to its maximum. In order to verify this claim by way of
example, we compute for the outcome from the benchmark economy a relative income plot sim-
ilar to the one displayed in Jones (1997, Figure 2) and Acemoglu and Ventura (2002, Figure 1).

Specifically, we compute from the time series shown in Figure 3 the relative income with
respect to the leader country in the year 1960 and in the year 2000 and plot the result on
a loglog scale, as shown in Figure 6. In accordance with the earlier studies, we observe little
deviation from the 45 degree line. Aside from the poorest countries (for which the model predicts
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WORLD RANKING POSITION FOR COUNTRIES 1–10 [COLOR FIGURE CAN BE VIEWED AT WILEYONLINELIBRARY.COM]

divergence), relative income in 1960 is a good predictor of relative income in 2000. Confronted
with this picture alone, one could indeed be tempted to conclude convergence toward a constant
unequal world income distribution. In fact, however, we know from Proposition 3 that income
relative to the leader country moves to unity for all countries as time goes to infinity. This
convergence process, however, is very slow and not discernable within a 40-year time window.
The observation of an (almost) stable distribution of high relative inequality is consistent with
a moving distribution toward relative equality.

5.5. Overtaking andFallingBehind. The phenomenon of income convergence is at the center
of modern growth economics. The phenomenon of overtaking, however, is less frequently
investigated in the context of endogenous growth. The original leapfrogging literature (Brezis
et al., 1993) generated overtaking by the assumption that new technologies are less productive in
the leading countries (the leading industry). Some researchers modeled overtaking in a purely
stochastic context of Markov chains of income distributions, see, for example, Jones (1997).
Others considered overtaking as a one-time event reflecting growth traps for initially leading
countries (Acemoglu et al., 2006). Here, in contrast, overtaking is endogenously generated as
knowledge flows through the network, that is, it is neither based on technological assumptions
or stochastic elements nor does it imply nonconvergence (of relative income levels).

In order to demonstrate this extraordinary behavior, we perform the following numerical
experiment with an example economy: We follow the 10 initially richest countries, named
1, 2, . . . , 10, along the way toward the steady state and visualize their position in the world
income ranking. Figure 7 shows the resulting “income ladders” for three different years. For
example, a dot at the (1,10) position in the 1700 diagram means that country 1 was ranked 10th
place in the year 1700.

In the numerical example, country 3 leads the world income ranking in the year 1700. Obvi-
ously, it was favorably connected with other rich countries. By the year 1860, country 3 gave up
the lead to country 8. Interestingly, country 8 is not a direct neighbor of country 3 but obviously
it benefitted from favorable connections with quick followers of the industrial revolution. We
also observe that country 2 falls behind whereas country 9 advances. In 2100, country 9 is at the
top whereas country 1 fell out of the top 10 altogether. These changes in rank are explained by
the changing advantage of links as knowledge is accumulated and diffused through the network.
For example, an initially rich country connected only to one other initially rich country, which
in turn is connected only to latecomers of the industrial revolution, grows initially fast and then
slows down. It is overtaken by a country that is connected with initially poor countries, which
are, however, well connected and “infected” by the growing knowledge of their neighbors at an
early stage of the diffusion process.

In order to develop an intuition for these results, consider a “network” of two countries,
one with an initial variety of products N, the other with an initial variety N +
. Neglecting
the corner solution, and assuming φ = 1, the equation of motion (8) for the first country is
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OVERTAKING FREQUENCIES [COLOR FIGURE CAN BE VIEWED AT WILEYONLINELIBRARY.COM]

given by f 1(N,N +
) = N + {A[ε(N +
) + (1 − ε)N] − c̄}, with c̄ ≡ β(αL)−1. For the second
country, it is given by f 2(N,N +
) = (N +
) + {A[εN + (1 − ε)(N +
)] − c̄}. Suppose A> 1
and consider the implausible yet illuminating case in which all knowledge comes from abroad,
that is, ε = 1. In this case, the two economies have changed their roles in the next period. Now,
the first country is the better endowed one but it keeps this status only for one period after which
the advantage is again transferred to the second country. There is overtaking in every period.

Generally, overtaking seems to be more likely the greater ε. In order to verify this claim for
the simple example, it is easy to show that f 1 > f 2 for ε > (1 + A)/2A. For the actual model
with a complex network of 100 participating economies, we cannot obtain a simple condition for
overtaking. Instead, we investigate overtaking frequencies by way of numerical experiments. For
that purpose, we run the model 5,000 times (i.e., for 5,000 alternative specifications of the small
world network) and count the average number of overtakings in each period. An overtaking is
defined as the advancement by one step in the income ranking of countries. Countries of the
same income level are assigned the same rank. If, for example, a country advances from rank
5 to 4 in one period, it is recorded as one overtaking. If it advances from rank 5 to rank 3, we
count two overtakings.

The results for the benchmark model are shown by solid lines in Figure 8. The top panel shows
the total number of overtakings per period. On average, we observe about eight overtakings.
Overtakings are relatively rare during early global development, gradually increasing until they
reach a maximum in the late 20th century and then gradually declining to a level of about eight
in the long run. This means that overtaking never stops. The world reaches a steady state only
in terms of growth rates and relative income levels (see Section 2).15

15 The number of overtakings in actual data (e.g., Maddison, 2003), is much higher. Clearly, there are many reasons
that influence the relative performance of countries that are not captured by our model. Our main point is thus of
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Although overtaking takes place relatively frequently at the world level, it is at the same time
quite rare among the world leaders. But even the world leaders cannot expect to maintain their
position permanently. This is shown in the middle panel of Figure 8 where we consider the top
five countries in terms of GDP per capita. On average, only about 1% of overtaking takes place
among the top five. If overtakings were equally distributed among countries, we would have
expected about 5% of them taking place in the top five. When 1% of overtaking takes place
among the world leaders, and there are on average 10 overtakings, this means that there are on
average 10 × 0.01 = 0.1 overtakings among the top five. In order to better assess these results
quantitatively, the bottom panel shows the cumulated sum of average overtakings among the
top five. For the benchmark case (solid lines), there is less than one overtaking happening before
the year 2000 and two overtakings before the year 2500.

The incidence of overtaking, naturally, depends on the degree of openness (ε). Dashed lines
in Figure 8 show that there are fewer overtakings in total and among the top five, when only
20% of productivity advancements are learned from abroad (ε = 0.2). More overtakings can be
expected when openness is large, as demonstrated by the dashed lines for ε = 0.8. We thus find
numerical evidence in large networks for the theoretical conclusions about the role of ε derived
from small (two-country) networks.

5.6. Network Effects on Global Inequality and Growth. We next investigate how the specific
make up of the network affects the evolution of the world income distribution. For that purpose,
we focus on two characteristic numbers, the calendar time when the last country takes off from
stagnation and the maximum Gini index reached during the transition. Since long-distance links
are set at random in the small world model, we ran each specification of the model 1,000 times
and took averages afterward.

Figure 9 shows that a large contribution of international knowledge to productivity (i.e., a
large ε) increases the pace of world development. Larger international knowledge spillovers are
helpful to reduce worldwide inequality faster because a greater share of the initial knowledge
advantage of the leaders is passed on through the network. Average network cohesion as defined
in (12) starts with κ = 0 in the isolation case, ε = 0, and rises linearly to κ = 0.035 for ε = 1. Note
that the modest level of p = 0.3 implies that the network is essentially a ring with 30 shortcuts.
This explains the relatively low level of cohesion even when the knowledge externality is entirely
dependent on the neighborhood for ε = 1.

qualitative nature: The network model of knowledge diffusion provides one rational for the observation of overtakings
although standard economic growth theory cannot explain the phenomenon.
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Next, in Figure 10, we investigate how the share of long-distance links affects the evolution of
the world income distribution. The year of the last take-off decreases very quickly for low values
of p but remains rather insensitive for ps larger than 0.5. The outcome reflects a well-known
feature of the small world model, namely, that average path length between nodes decreases
sharply at low values of p and not much at high values (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). Maximum
inequality also decreases sharply with increasing p , in an almost linear way. If every country
had a long-distance link (p = 1), the last take-off would have been, according to the model,
around the year 1900 with an associated maximum Gini index of 0.5. With this simulation setup
average network cohesion starts with κ = 0.0011 for p = 0 (ring with no shortcuts) and rises
linearly to κ = 0.0075 for p = 1.16

6. EXTENSIONS AND VARIATIONS

6.1. Country-Specific Degrees of Openness. It could be argued that the degree of openness
to knowledge flows from abroad (ε) varies across countries. We thus finally demonstrate that
allowing for country-specific openness adds more realism but leaves our main results basically
unaffected. The performance of individual countries, of course, depends crucially on their
degree of openness. In particular, we expect initially backward countries with high degree of
openness to catch up relatively quickly, and relatively closed countries to be latecomers of
industrialization. At the world level, however, we expect little change in performance. In order
to verify this claim, we assume that the degree of openness is a normally distributed random
variable with mean ε and standard deviation σ. We then run the small world model 1,000 times
for alternative values of σ and record the year of the last take-off and the maximum Gini index
during the transition.

Figure 11 shows the outcome for alternative σ ∈ (0, 0.4) and ε drawn from a (truncated)
normal distribution.17 There is almost no change in the average maximum Gini along the
transition and the year of the last take-off as the standard deviation of the degree of openness
increases from 0 (our benchmark case) to 0.4. Allowing for country-specific degree of openness
naturally affects country-specific performance but has little impact of the world’s aggregate

16 It can be shown that the year of the last take-off and the maximum Gini also depends quite strongly on the share
of initially rich countries. The initial income ratio between rich and poor countries, in contrast, does not much affect
the speed of transition and maximum inequality. The reason is that the negative impact on income inequality of an
initially higher income gap is almost completely balanced by the fact that more can be learned from initially better
endowed economies.

17 In the rare event when the random draw provided a value above unity or below zero, we assign a value of 0.01
and 0.99, respectively.
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performance with respect to the diffusion on knowledge and the take-off to growth as well as
with respect to inequality.

6.2. Biggest-Neighbor Learning. In Section 2, we argued that the assumption that coun-
tries benefit from the average knowledge available in its neighbor countries is reasonable from
the viewpoint of knowledge exchange through face-to-face communication. However, we ac-
knowledge that alternative assumptions are conceivable. We next consider the assumption that
countries learn only from their most advanced neighbor. Formally, this idea is implemented by

Ait =
(

A[εmaxj∈ñi Njt + (1 − ε)Nit]
β+ zit

)φ
,(13)

which replaces (6).
Figure 12 shows the predicted evolution of the world economy. Obviously, “biggest neighbor”

learning generates less diversity in the timing of the country-specific take-offs to growth. The
reason is that every country that is a neighbor of a forerunner country (i.e., of an initially rich
country) benefits from knowledge from abroad to the same degree, irrespective of whether it
is surrounded by other rich countries or surrounded by poor countries and connected via a
long-distance link with the rich world (figuratively speaking, irrespective of whether it is France
or India). This generates a predictable pattern of take-offs to growth: The initially rich countries
take off first, then all countries connected via a long-distance link with the rich world (i.e., India
and the United States), then all countries one link away from a link to the rich world, etc. This
way of learning from abroad generates in some respect similar results (S-shaped transitions,
overshooting of latecomers, etc.) but it generates less variety in individual growth performances.
Thus, we also find that overtakings are rare under this scheme of knowledge exchange and that
there is less inequality along the transition due to the lower variance of income across countries
(third panel in Figure 12). The fit with actual inequality can be improved by reducing the number
of long distance links, which would however extend the stagnation period of latecomer countries.

Furthermore, we considered linear combinations between the two cases of “biggest-neighbor”
learning and the learning-from-all neighbors such that

Ait = λ

(
A[εmaxj∈ñi Njt + (1 − ε)Nit]

β+ zit

)φ
+ (1 − λ)

(
A
[
εN̄it + (1 − ε)Nit

]
β+ zit

)φ
.(14)
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For 0 < λ < 1, this scheme approximates a weighted network in which countries are open to
knowledge flows from all neighbors but more so with respect to the most advanced neighbor.
Figure A.4 in the Appendix shows results for λ = 0.5. Although every country has its unique
growth trajectory, there are clusters of similar countries that develop “in sync.” The mixed
learning scheme performs better in the prediction of world inequality but still generates a
smaller variety of growth performances and less overtaking than the benchmark model.

6.3. An Evolving Network. Finally, we consider the assumption that the network itself is
evolving. The idea here is that advances in knowledge are conducive to the creation of new
long-distance links between countries. Since countries have different degrees of development,
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this necessarily implies that the probability of long-distance is now country specific. We measure
the degree of development by the number of available varieties and assume that in period t the
probability of country i having a long-distance link to any arbitrary other country is given by

pi,t+1 = 1 − e−ψNi,t .(15)

Consequently, with economic development, a country converges toward complete knowledge
exchange with the rest of the world and the world converges toward a complete network. In
order to avoid the implausible case of a temporary reduction of long-distance links, which
could, in principle be possible since long-distance links are randomly created, we additionally
assume that long-distance links can only be created and maintained but not destroyed. This
means that, in period t + 1, countries keep their long-distance links from period t and create
new long-distance links with probability
i,t+1 = pi,t+1 − pi,t if pi,t+1 > pi,t. After the additional
long-distance links have been created for period t + 1, the new network of knowledge exchange
is determined, and N̄i,t+1, Ni,t+1, and Ai,t+1 are obtained. Everything else is kept from the
basic model.
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Figure 13 shows the prediction for an evolving network and ψ = 0.0005. Obviously, the
endogenous creation of long-distance links amplifies the speed convergence of the latecomer
countries of modern growth. Although the extension has a relatively small effect on the evo-
lution of world GDP growth and on the path of increasing inequality in the divergence phase,
it greatly amplifies the speed of decline of (relative) inequality in the convergence phase. It
also leads to a greater variety in growth performances. In particular, some “lucky” countries
experience very high growth after takeover because they become connected to several devel-
oped countries during the take-off period. The qualitative behavior of knowledge diffusion and
growth, however, is very similar to the benchmark model.

In another extension of the basic model, we considered country differences in size and
endogenous population dynamics. In order to implement Malthusian elements we assumed the
need of (given) land in production and a positive response of population growth to increases
in income when the level of income is low. In this setting, population growth leads to lower
labor productivity in goods production and taken for itself (i.e., for constant technology) it leads
to lower income and eventually to stagnation. Population growth, however, also induces more
research and technological progress (as in Jones, 1995) and leads through this channel to higher
growth. By appropriate choice of parameters, both channels balance each other in their impact
on economic development such that the extended model fits the actual time paths of world
growth and inequality equally well as the basic model. These results are available upon request.

7. CONCLUSION

In this article, we laid out a network-based theory of knowledge diffusion as an explanation
for the divergence of countries as well as for their subsequent global convergence. Besides
the endogenous evolution of the world income distribution, the theory contributes also to the
explanation of the new Kaldor facts (Jones and Romer, 2010). The theory generates S-shaped
transition paths with gradual take-off from stagnation as well as overshooting growth rates at
later stages of development. In the long run, it thus predicts (slow) convergence of relative
income across the globe.

The model could be extended such that it predicts permanent relative income inequality
by introducing scale effects or by assuming that some countries use the available knowledge
less efficiently than others. From the perspective of the very long run, convergence appears
to be more intuitively appealing. However, even with knowledge eventually diffusing through
the whole world, inequality vanishes only in relative terms, measured, for example, by the
conventional Gini index. Absolute inequality, measured, for example, by the absolute Gini
index, is predicted to keep on rising with increasing global development.

Although the underlying economic model has been a deliberately simple one, the theory can
explain the long-run evolution of the world income distribution and a great variety of individual
growth performances, including the overtaking of countries in the course of global development.
In Section 6, we have discussed the robustness of the results with respect to several network-
specific extensions. Naturally, further extensions are conceivable. More complex versions of
the model could integrate trade in goods or factors or endogenous population dynamics with
different phases of endogenous growth, in which learning-by-doing eventually triggers R&D-
based growth, as in Strulik et al. (2013). A central result of the basic model, however, is that
a complex economic model is not essential in order to generate a great variety of individual
growth performances along with a great divergence and convergence of relative income levels
across countries. Sufficient is a simple model and imperfect knowledge diffusion in a small
world network.

APPENDIX A.

A.1. Appendix. For the proof of the propositions from the main text, it is useful to start
with proving two lemmas.
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LEMMA A.1. If all countries grow at a positive rate, the system (8) is asymptotically given by

xit+1 = gN
it

gN
t

xit,(A.1)

with

gN
it (x1t, x2t, . . . , xnt) = 1 + A(αL)(1−φ)/φ

⎡
⎣(1/xit)

∑
k �=i

w̄ikxkt + w̄ii

⎤
⎦ i = 1, . . . ,n,(A.2)

gN
t := 1

n

n∑
i=1

xitgit(A.3)

xi0 > 0, for all i = 1, . . . ,n,(A.4)

1
n

n∑
i=1

xi0 = 1.(A.5)

Let en an n × 1 column vector of ones. Long run equality x∗ = en is the unique steady state of
(A.1)–(A.5) with corresponding growth rate

gN = 1 + A(αL)(1−φ)/φ
.(A.6)

PROOF OF LEMMA A.1. In case of long-run growth, the term β/Nit becomes negligible such
that (9) reads

gN
it+1 ≈ 1 + (αL)−1

{
A
[
ε

N̄it

Nit
+ (1 − ε)

]
(αL)1/φ

}
(A.7)

= 1 + A(αL)(1−φ)/φ

[∑
k �=i w̄ikNkt

Nit
+ w̄ii

]

= 1 + A(αL)(1−φ)/φ

[∑
k �=i w̄ik(Nkt/Nt)

(Nit/Nt)
+ w̄ii

]
,

which simplifies to (A.2).
From (A.1), we conclude for the steady state that gN

i = gN for all i = 1, . . . ,n. The growth
rate in (A.2) is constant if and only if the term in square brackets is constant. The latter is
equivalent to

W̄x = μx,

with x = (x1, . . . , xn) and μ > 0 is a constant, an eigenvalue of W̄, respectively. Since W̄ is row
stochastic, the spectral radius is ρ(W̄) = 1. Recall that we assume throughout the article that
the network is strongly connected such that W̄ is irreducible. Note also that W̄ is aperiodic as
w̄ii > 0 for all i = 1 . . . n. The Perron–Frobenius Theorem (see, e.g., Mayer, 2000) states that
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the eigenraum of W̄ to eigenvalue 1 is one dimensional. From this theorem, we also derive that
there exists an eigenvector x of W̄ with eigenvalue 1 such that all components of x are positive.
Furthermore, the theorem confirms that there are no other positive (moreover nonnegative)
eigenvectors except positive multiples of x, that is, all other eigenvectors must have at least one
negative or nonreal component. Note that x∗ is an eigenvector W̄ with eigenvalue 1. From (A.4)
and (A.5), we conclude that long-run equality x∗ is the unique solution of (A.1)–(A.5). Finally,
inserting x∗ into (A.2) provides the steady-state growth rate. �

LEMMA A.2. Long-run equality x∗ = en is a stable solution of (A.1)–(A.5) such that there is
convergence of initially different countries.

PROOF OF LEMMA A.2. In order to establish that x∗ is stable, we need to evaluate the Jacobian
J of (A.1) at x∗ and show that all eigenvalues of J (x∗) are inside the unit circle.

Put Jij (x) := ∂xit+1/∂xjt(x). From (A.1) follows

Jii(x) = (1/gN
t )2

[(
1 + A(αL)

1−φ
φ w̄ii

)
gN

t − gN
it xit

n

(
1 + A(αL)

1−φ
φ

n∑
k=1

w̄ki

)]
,(A.8)

Jij (x) = (1/gN
t )2

[
A(αL)

1−φ
φ w̄ij gN

t − gN
it xit

n

(
1 + A(αL)

1−φ
φ

n∑
k=1

w̄ki

)]
for i �= j .

Put Cn := In − 1
n eneT

n , where In is the n × n identity matrix and en an n × 1 column vector of
ones. Furthermore, let F be an n × n identity matrix with typical element f ij , defined as

f ij = w̄ij − 1
n

n∑
k=1

w̄kj .

Inserting x∗ = en into (A.8) provides

J (x∗) = 1
gN

[
A(αL)

1−φ
φ F + Cn

]
.

Inserting (A.6), this expression simplifies to

J (x∗) = 1
gN

[
(gN − 1)F + Cn

]
.(A.9)

From Theorem 1 of Calvacanti et al. (2016) follows that the set of eigenvalues σ(F ) of F is
given by replacing the eigenvalue 1 of W̄ by 0 such that σ(F ) = σ(W̄) \ {1} ∪ {0}. Since W̄ is row
stochastic, we also know that 0 ≤ |λi| ≤ 1. Without loss of generality put λ1 = 1 and assume
|λ2| ≥ |λ3| . . . ≥ |λn|.

From Lemma A.1 of Calvacanti (2016) follows that set of eigenvalues of J (x∗) are given by

σ(J (x∗)) = {bλ2 + d, . . . ,bλn + d, 0},(A.10)

with λi ∈ σ(F ) \ {0} and

b = gN − 1
gN

,(A.11)

d = 1
gN
.(A.12)
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For x∗ = en to be stable, we need to show |bλi + d| < 1 for all i = 1, . . . n − 1. We will first
show that the eigenvalues of W̄, of F , respectively, are real. Recall that di is the number of
links of country i. Put D := diag{d1, . . . ,dn} such that D is a diagonal matrix. Then, the matrix
G := DW̄ has elements (1 − ε) at the diagonal and Gij = Gji = ε if i and j are linked and zero
otherwise. Since G is symmetric, the matrix G̃ = D−1/2GD−1/2 is symmetric as well. Finally, for
W̄ follows

W̄ = D−1G = D−1/2(D−1/2GD−1/2)D1/2(A.13)

= D−1/2G̃D1/2.

We conclude from (A.13) that W̄ is similar to the symmetric matrix G̃, which implies that the
eigenvalues of W̄ are real. From the triangle equality and since b,d ≥ 0, a sufficient condition
for stability is

b|λi| + d < 1 for i = 2 . . . n.(A.14)

Since b + d = 1, we conclude that (A.14) is equivalent to |λ2| < 1. The latter is confirmed by
the theorem of Perron Frobenius since W̄ is irreducible and aperiodic. �

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. From (8) follows that Nit grows iff

A
[
εN̄it + (1 − ε)Nit

]
(αL)1/φ − β ≥ 0,

which is equivalent to

[
εN̄it + (1 − ε)Nit

] ≥ β

A(αL)1/φ
.(A.15)

We conclude that there is long-run growth if all countries are endowed with a number of
varieties greater than β/[A(αL)1/φ].

In case of long-run growth, Lemma A.2 states that

N̄it

Nit
= N̄it/Nt

Nit/Nt
=
∑

k �=i w̄ikxkt

xit
→ 1.(A.16)

Taking into account that β/Nit → 0, we conclude for (9)

gN = lim
t→∞ gN

it = 1 + (αL)−1{A[ε1 + (1 − ε)](αL)1/φ}(A.17)

= 1 + (αL)
1−φ
φ A.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2. We define overshooting as the temporary surpassing of the long-run
growth rate gN (global overshooting).

(i) Assume that country j belongs to the forerunners of the industrial revolution such that
N̄jt ≤ Njt for all t ≥ 0. For (9) follows

gN
it+1 = 1 + (αL)−1

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩A

[
ε

N̄it

Nit
+ (1 − ε)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤1

(αL)1/φ − β

Nit︸︷︷︸
→0

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭,(A.18)

which prevents overshooting.
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(ii) From (9) and (A.17), we conclude that overshooting gN
it > gN simplifies to

A
[
ε

N̄it

Nit
+ (1 − ε)

]
(αL)1/φ − β

Nit
> A(αL)1/φ,

which is equivalent to

N̄it > Nit + β

εA(αL)1/φ
.(A.19)

We conclude that there is overshooting if the standing-on-shoulders externality N̄it of
country i exceeds its own variety by β/εA(αL)1/φ. �

Let Dt = maxi,j (yit − yjt) denote the absolute income gap between the richest and poorest
country and Y =∑n

i=1 yi. Let the relative gap be defined by dt = Dt/Yt. The following lemma
summarizes the main properties of these measures of inequality:

LEMMA A.3.

(i) The Gini index stays constant if income grows at the same rate for all countries. It tends
to zero for t → ∞ if and only if dt → 0.

(ii) The absolute Gini index stays constant if income in every country increases by the same
absolute amount. It converges to zero if and only if Dt → 0.

(iii) If the absolute Gini index tends to zero, then the Gini index tends to zero as well, but not
vice versa.

Statement (iii) follows immediately from the fact that dt → 0 occurs if the gap between rich
and poor countries Dt increases at a lower rate than growth of Yt.

PROOF OF LEMMA A.3. For notational convenience, we omit the time index t.

(i) The Gini index is defined by G = (1 − 2B), where B is the area under the Lorenz curve.
Without loss of generality, assume the countries are labeled such that y1 ≤ y2 ≤ · · · ≤ yn.
Put Yk =∑k

i=1 yi. The Lorenz curve is a polygonal line defined by the set of points

{
(0, 0),

(
1
n
,

Y1

Y

)
,

(
2
n
,

Y2

Y

)
, . . . ,

(
n − 1

n
,

Yn−1

Y

)
, (1, 1)

}
.

If all countries grow by the same rate, the fractions Yi/Y stay the same for all i =
1, . . . ,n. The Gini index is zero if and only if the Lorenz curve is the identity line, which
means, in particular, that the first slope of the polygonal line, ny1/Y , and the slope of
the last polygonal line, nyn/Y , are identical. We conclude that the relative Gini index
converges to zero if and only if

nd̂ = n
(yn

Y
− y1

Y

)
→ 0.

(ii) The term B̃ = nYB measures the area under the rescaled Lorenz curve where the
horizontal axis ranges from 0 to n and the vertical axis from 0 to Y . The rescaled Lorenz
curve is a polygonal line defined by the set of points

{
(0, 0), (1,Y1), (2,Y2), . . . , (n − 1,Yn−1), (n,Y)

}
.
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We get

B̃ =
n∑

k=1

yk

2

k−1∑
i=1

yi = Y
2

+
n∑

k=1

(n − k)yk.

For the absolute Gini index follows

G · Ȳ = G · (1/n)Y = (1 − 2B)(1/n)Y = (1 − 2B̃/(nY)) · (1/n)Y(A.20)

= 2
n2

[
(nY)/2 − B̃

]
.

We are now ready to prove the first claim of (ii) by induction. Note that the first term
in (A.20) is just a scaling factor such that it suffices to prove the statement for the term
in square brackets

Tn = n
2

Yn − B̃n,

where the index indicates the number of countries. For n = 2, follows

B̃2 = y1

2
+
(

y1 + y2

2

)
= y1 + y1 + y2

2
,

T2 = (2 ∗ Y2)/2 − B̃2 = Y2 − y1 − y1 + y2

2
= y2 − y1

2
.

Hence, T2 does not change if y1and y2 change by the same absolute amount. Suppose
this holds for Tn with n countries. We get

Tn+1 = (n + 1)
2

∗ Yn+1 − B̃n+1 = (n + 1)
2

∗ (Yn + yn+1) − B̃n+1 ,

where B̃n+1 is given by B̃n+1 = B̃n + Yn + yn+1/2. For Tn+1 follows

Tn+1 = (n + 1)
2

∗ (Yn + yn+1) − B̃n+1(A.21)

= n
2

∗ (Yn + yn+1) + 1
2

∗ (Yn + yn+1) − B̃n+1

= n
2

∗ Yn + n
2

∗ yn+1 + 1
2

∗ Yn + 1
2

∗ yn+1 − B̃n − Yn − yn+1

2

= n
2

∗ Yn − B̃n + n
2

∗ yn+1 − 1
2

∗ Yn = Tn + 1
2

(n ∗ yn+1 − Yn ).

From (A.21), we conclude that the term in parenthesis does not change if all income
levels increase by the same amount.
Finally, note that the relative Gini index is given by the area between the identity line
and the Lorenz curve divided by the total area under the identity line from 0 to 1 (which
is 1/2). Multiplying the relative Gini index by Y/n is equivalent to studying this index
with a rescaling of the vertical axis ranging from 0 to Y/n. Here, the rescaled Lorenz
curve is a polygonal line defined by the set of points{

(0, 0),
(

1
n
,

Y1

n

)
,

(
2
n
,

Y2

n

)
, . . . ,

(
n − 1

n
,

Yn−1

n

)
,

(
1,

Y
n

)}
.
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The area between the identity line and the rescaled Lorenz curve is 0 if and only if
the first polygonal line of the Lorenz curve has the same slope as the last one. This is
equivalent to y1 = yn.

(iii) From (3), (4), and (7), we conclude 1 ≤ Ȳ . Hence, the product GȲ can only tend to zero
if the relative Gini index tends to zero. However, the latter is not a sufficient condition
since GȲ increases if Ȳ grows at a higher rate than G declines. �

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.

(i) Follows directly from Lemma A.2.
(ii) If some countries initially grow and others stagnate, the Lorenz curve bends below the

identity line such that the Gini index increases. According to Lemma A.2, however, the
index tends to zero eventually.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4. The proposition is proven by a simple example of a connected
network with long-run growth such that the relative Gini index tends to zero according to
Proposition 3. We will show, however, that the absolute Gini index keeps growing.

Consider the simple case of n = 2. At some time t, put N1t = x and N2t = λx. Assume λ > 1
such that N2t > N1t and

Dt = N2t − N1t = x(λ− 1) > 0.(A.22)

Put μ := A(αL)1/φ−1. From (8) follows

Nt+1 =
((

1 0
0 1

)
+ μ

(
1 − ε ε

ε 1 − ε

))(
x
λx

)
− β

αL
(A.23)

=
(

x(μ(1 − ε) + λμε+ 1)
x(λ+ λμ(1 − ε) + με)

)
− β

αL
.

For the distance Dt+1 = N2t+1 − N1t+1, we get from (A.23)

Dt+1 = x(λ− 1)(μ− 2με+ 1).(A.24)

Absolute distance grows iff Dt+1 > Dt. Inserting (A.22) and (A.24) provides

x(λ− 1)(μ− 2με+ 1) > x(λ− 1),

which simplifies to ε < 1/2. We conclude that the absolute distance Dt grows in our simple model
of two nodes iff the externality weight ε is smaller than 1/2. According to Proposition A.3, this
is equivalent to stating that the absolute Gini index tends to infinity. �

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5. Since W̄ is irreducible and aperiodic, the Perron Frobenius Theorem
confirms that |λ2| < 1. In particular, from (A.10)–(A.12), we conclude that

gN − 1
gN

λ2 + 1
gN
,(A.25)
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NOTES: Stylized networks: bridge (left), ring (middle), and core-periphery (right). Rich countries are represented by
red circles and poor countries are represented by blue squares.

FIGURE A.1

STYLIZED NETWORKS [COLOR FIGURE CAN BE VIEWED AT WILEYONLINELIBRARY.COM]

with gN = 1 + (αL)
1−φ
φ A, is an upper bound for the rate of convergence. Inserting (12) implies

that (A.25) is equivalent to

1 − gN − 1
gN

κ.

�

A.2. Stylized Networks. In this section, we investigate adjustment dynamics for some par-
ticularly simple examples of the network W̄. This allows us to provide an understanding of
the main mechanism behind the international flow of knowledge and world income dynamics.
Suppose the world network is given alternatively by a stylized network from the set of networks
depicted in Figure A.1. Rich countries are represented by red circles and poor countries are
represented by blue squares.

A bridge network is partitioned into two components. The rich and the poor are each inter-
nally representing a complete network. The two components share exactly one link, the bridge.
The bridge network could be understood as a metaphor for a world of different continents
connected by a minimum of links.

A ring network is obtained by positioning each country along a line, ordered by country-
specific initial endowments. In order to establish a symmetric architecture, the line is closed
to form a circle. Each country is connected to its k nearest neighbors (not counting itself as a
neighbor). This means that there are 2k poor countries connected with rich countries. In the
example, we have k = 1. The ring network emphasizes the role of geographic proximity for
knowledge exchange. The world is “round” and countries are directly connected only with their
geographical neighbors.

Finally, we consider the core-periphery network. The core, consisting of initially rich coun-
tries, forms a complete network to which a number of peripheries consisting of initially poor
countries are connected. The poor countries are connected in series implying that there is one
bridge per periphery, linking it with the core. The core-periphery network describes a situation
in which a subset of rich countries is fully integrated and another subset of poor countries (the
colonies) is less well integrated.

For the simple networks, we keep the economic model as numerically specified in the main
text. Figure A.2 shows the evolution of growth predicted by the numerical experiments. The
upper panel assumes that the world network is a bridge. Knowledge diffusion through the
network generates four visibly distinct adjustment trajectories. Naturally, the rich countries
take off first. The rich country linked directly to the poor world takes off a bit later because
there is less to learn from the poor neighbor. In contrast, the poor country equipped with a
direct link to the rich world experiences a huge advantage vis-à-vis its poor neighbors and
takes off about two centuries earlier, fueled by knowledge diffusion from its rich neighbor.
The remaining club of less developed countries takes off late but experiences an “advantage
of backwardness” (Gerschenkron, 1962) in the sense that their income growth surpasses the
income growth of the forerunners of the industrial revolution.
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NOTES: For all three “worlds”: 10% of countries initially better endowed, N0 = 10 for poor countries, N0 = 11 for rich
countries. Parameters: α = 0.65, φ = L = 1, β = 3.32, A = 0.51, ε = 0.5. Ring: two neighbors per node. Core-periphery:
nine peripheries of 10 countries. Among the incomplete networks, cohesion of bridge is highest with 5.05 · 10−3, followed
by core periphery with 1.88 · 10−3. Ring has lowest cohesion 9.87 · 10−4.

FIGURE A.2

EVOLUTION OF ECONOMIC GROWTH IN 100 COUNTRIES WHEN THE WORLD IS A . . . [COLOR FIGURE CAN BE VIEWED AT

WILEYONLINELIBRARY.COM]

The bridge network already displays one important phenomenon of growth in networks,
the overshooting growth of latecomers, but it generates insufficient variety of economic per-
formance across countries. This is different for the ring network, as evidenced in the center
panel of Figure A.2. The initially rich countries are again experiencing a very similar take-off to
growth, in which the countries surrounded by other rich countries perform only slightly better
than those at the border to the poor world. The poor countries, on the other hand, experience
a very varied take-off. The reason is that new knowledge is “handed over” along the circle.
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NOTES: The line shows the cross-sectional standard deviation of the log of per capita output as predicted by the model.
Circles: data; 1820 to 2000 from Maddison (2003); 2017 from IMF (2018). See text for details.

FIGURE A.3

σ–CONVERGENCE [COLOR FIGURE CAN BE VIEWED AT WILEYONLINELIBRARY.COM]

The two countries neighboring the rich take off first among the poor, then the countries next to
these countries follow, etc. There is also more variety in growth rates.

Compared with other networks, the ring predicts a very long period of take-offs, implying
a very long period of increasing world inequality. This is confirmed by the cohesion values,
which is the lowest in the ring case with a value of 9.8710−4. The reason is that it takes time until
knowledge is passed on along the circle from neighbor to neighbor toward the most unfortunate
country “at the other side of the world.” Moreover, the take-offs are “too predictable.” Their
sequence follows the position of countries on the circle.

The core-periphery network, shown in the third panel of Figure A.2, eliminates some of
the flaws of the two previous networks. It produces a variety of growth experiences, largely
overshooting growth rates, and a reasonable duration of the “era of take-offs to growth” from
1700 to the mid-21st century. Yet, the growth experience of countries is still too easily predicted.
The countries next to the bridges to the core take off just after the initially rich and then we
observe departures from stagnation according to the order of countries along the peripheries.
Altogether, we observe “only” 10 different growth paths, one for the core countries and one
for each position on the periphery. There is still too little heterogeneity in the world. Moreover,
the connectivity between the initially rich countries is “too high” in all three simple networks.
This is evident from the result that the take-off of the forerunners of the industrial revolution
happens too fast in all three panels of Figure A.2. By the year 1800, the forerunners of the
industrial revolution are counterfactually predicted to grow already at a rate of 1.5% annually.

Finally, we consider knowledge diffusion in a complete network, in which every country
exchanges knowledge with every other country. This means that all countries have full access to
world knowledge. The bottom panel in Figure A.2 shows that in a complete network there are
only two different paths for the 100 countries. The initially rich countries start growing earlier
but the initially poor countries follow suit and catch up. As a consequence of immediate access
to knowledge from everywhere, there is very little diversity in growth performance and very
little inequality.

σ-convergence. In this section, we consider σ-convergence, an alternative measure of in-
equality, which is popular in the growth economics literature. σ-convergence is measured by
the evolution of the standard deviation of log GDP per capita across countries. Results for the
benchmark model from Figure 3 are shown in Figure A.3. The solid line shows the predicted σ
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model.

FIGURE A.4

ECONOMIC GROWTH IN A SMALL WORLD: MIXED LEARNING SCHEME [COLOR FIGURE CAN BE VIEWED AT

WILEYONLINELIBRARY.COM]

and the dots represent data points computed from Maddison (2003). Since the historical data
of Maddison (2003) has a lot of missing values, we computed σ-values before 1950 only when
there were data for more than 50 countries (i.e., for the years 1820 and 1870). The last data
point, for 2017, is obtained from IMF (2018). We see that the model fits the data quite well.
Only for the year 1820, the model somewhat underestimates σ. One reason could be that the
Maddison sample is censored against poor countries, which all stagnated close to subsistence at
that time, thereby driving down the cross-country σ.
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